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Formulating Team-Sport Video Summarization as a
Resource Allocation Problem

Fan Chen and Christophe De Vleeschouwer

Abstract—We propose a flexible framework to summarize
team-sport videos that have been originally produced for broad-
cast purposes. The framework is able to integrate both the
knowledge about displayed content (e.g., level of interest, type of
view, and so on), and the individual (narrative) preferences of the
user. It builds on the partition of the original video sequence into
independent segments, and creates local stories by considering
multiple ways to render each segment. We discuss how to segment
videos automatically based on production principles, and design
parametric functions to evaluate the benefit of various local
stories from a segment. Summarization by selection of local
stories is then regarded as a resource allocation problem, and
Lagrangian relaxation is performed to find the optimum. We
investigate the efficiency of our framework by summarizing
soccer, basketball and volleyball videos in our experiments.

Index Terms—Content repurposing, resource allocation, sport
video summarization.

I. Introduction

THIS PAPER considers sport video event summarization.
The purpose is the generation of a concise video with

well-organized and personalized story-telling. In contrast to
many works devoted to the automatic detection of key actions,
e.g., in football games [1]–[3] or to the compaction/reduction
of video sequences for efficient browsing purposes [16]–
[23], less attention has been given to the construction of a
summary telling a story and including all events that satisfy
individual user interest. Actually, when addressing the problem
of building a summary from a list of highlighted actions,
most earlier methods just implement pre-defined filtering or
ranking procedures to extract some portions of the audiovisual
stream that surround the actions of interest. Most methods
are definitely rigid in the sense that the pre-encoded sum-
marization scheme cannot be adapted to any kind of user
preferences, neither in terms of preferred action, nor in terms
of the desired length and narrative style of the summary.
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Some of them, e.g., [3], order segments in decreasing order
of importance, and can thus easily handle distinct summary
length constraints. However, they just arbitrarily extract a pre-
defined fraction of the scene (e.g., 15 or 30 s prior the end
of the last live action segment preceding the replay), without
taking care of story-telling artifacts. Our work attempts to
overcome those limitations by introducing a generic resource
allocation framework to adapt the selection of audiovisual
segments to be included in the summary according to the needs
and preferences of the user. Several contending local stories
are considered to present each segment, so that not only the
content, but also the narrative style of the summary can be
adapted to user requirements. Hence, by tuning the benefit and
the cost of the local stories, our framework becomes able to
balance—in a natural and personal way—the semantic (what
is included in the summary) and narrative (how it is presented
to the user) aspects of the summary. This is a fundamental
difference, compared to the state-of-the-art as highlighted in
Section IV.

Our approach focuses on semantic story-telling rather than
on video understanding. Given a set of sparse and instanta-
neous annotations about the scene at hand, a first contribution
of our work consists in defining how to delimitate and organize
local stories to render important game actions, in a semanti-
cally meaningful way, e.g., so that the beginning of an action
is not shown without its end. The second major contribution
of the paper lies in the definition of multiple local stories for
each action, and in the selection of the local options that best
match users preferences, both in terms of narrative style and
semantic interest, under a global summary duration constraint.

This is achieved by analyzing the view structure of the
broadcasted video at the light of general principles of sport
video production, and by designing benefit/cost functions to
evaluate how the different segments of the video contribute
to the user satisfaction. We then solve summarization as a
constrained resource allocation problem by defining a set of
candidate local stories for each video segment, and propose
a novel framework to select and organize those local stories
into sport video summaries.

When all metadata are effortlessly recordable from the
production process, for content providers, the proposed frame-
work offers the capability to deploy additional services to
achieve more profits in a cost-efficient way. For customers,
it offers personalization of access. The more accurate and
abundant the metadata, the more personalized the user ex-
periences. When annotations are not directly provided by the
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production room, they can be generated automatically based on
a proliferation of algorithms dedicated to key event detection
and/or recognition, as surveyed in Section IV.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain
the basic idea of solving the summarization problem based
on a resource allocation framework. We first list the set of
required metadata (such as shot-boundaries and view types)
and their acquisition in Section II-A. In Section II-B, we pro-
pose the way to segment sport videos according the sequence
of shots view types, by exploiting in a reverse engineering
way the principles underlying sport video production. For each
video segment, various candidate sub-summaries are consid-
ered, and resource allocation mechanisms are designed to drive
the selection of the sub-summary that best meet end-users
expectations in terms of content and story-telling, as explained
in details in Section II-C. Experimental results are given in
Section III to investigate the behavior of our framework, and
evaluate the performance of our implementation. In Section
IV, we briefly review the literature and further clarify the
advantages of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude this
paper and briefly explore our future work in Section V.

II. Summarization Through Resource Allocation

We first present an overview of the overall framework of
our summarization method, which treats video summarization
as an optimization problem to find the strategy of clip selec-
tion that achieves the highest benefit under the constrained
summary length.

This paper takes as input the content that has been broad-
casted by the production room. Fig. 1 explains how personal-
ized summaries are constructed based on the fragmentation of
this content into nonoverlapping and semantically meaningful
segments. Especially, with all shot boundaries known, we
divide a video into a sequence of clips of different view-
types. According to production principles of sport videos [4],
all nonreplay clips in a sport video are temporally disjoint, and
no dramatic camera switching occurs during a critical action.
Consequently, we envision personalized summarization in the
divide and conquer paradigm. By analyzing patterns of camera
switching, we organize these clips into nonoverlapping seg-
ments. Each segment corresponds to a short sub-story, which
consists of consecutive clips that are semantically related. If
we define a sub-summary, also named narrative option or
local story, as one way to select clips within a segment, we
regard the final summary as a collection of nonoverlapping
sub-summaries. Knowing view types of clips and events
(-of-interest) in the video, all optimal combinations of clips
within each segment are evaluated by their benefits and costs
under specified user-preferences. We generate a universal set
of candidate sub-summaries with various descriptive levels,
and search for the best combination of sub-summaries which
maximizes the overall benefit under user-preferred constraints.

We want to emphasize here that the proposed framework
is generic in the sense that the benefits of each sub-summary
can be defined in many ways, depending on the application
context, the knowledge available or inferred about the scene

Fig. 1. Summarization in a divide-and-conquer paradigm.

at hand, and the narrative preferences of the user. Although
we only investigate the efficiency using soccer, basketball,
and volleyball videos, the proposed method could also be
extended to other team sports, with proper modification on
the segmentation rule and benefit definitions.

The rest of this section explains how to acquire the meta-
data, how to cut the video into segments, how to derive benefit
and cost for the multiple narrative options of each segment,
and how to solve the resource allocation problem by using
Lagrangian relaxation.

A. Metadata Preparation

As depicted in Fig. 1, two kinds of metadata are required
by our system: production actions (position of replays, shot-
boundaries, view types) and event information. Production
actions are exploited both to cut the video into semantically
meaningful segments and to tune the benefits assigned to
the various local stories of a segment. In contrast, event
information acts at a global level, and directly impacts the
(non)inclusion of segments in the summary. In practice, those
information are either directly available from the production
room, or can easily be inferred from the produced content,
using state-of-the-art audio/video analysis tools. In our imple-
mentation, we detect replays from producer-specific logos [5],
extract shot-boundaries with a detector that has been developed
in [6] to better deal with smooth transitions, and recognize the
view-type by using the method in [1].

Our framework supports event annotations in various forms,
e.g., star rating, verbal descriptions, importance from the
score/clocking information, and hotspots from audio commen-
tary, and so on, because they are equivalent after being further
translated into game relevance and emotional relevance to
identify the importance of actions.

For the soccer videos, we use detailed and manually an-
notated events, recorded in a format depicted in Fig. 2, so
as to demonstrate the efficiency of re-using the abundant
annotation data from the media content provider. Note that
our framework can however support automatically generated
annotations, e.g., an extended version of our method using
automatically detected hot-spots from audio signals has been
explained in [7].

As for the basketball and volleyball videos, neither anno-
tation files nor audio feeds are available. Considering that
basketball and volleyball change their scores much more often
than soccer, we infer the actions from the varying score and
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Fig. 2. Sample fragment of annotation file of events that is available from
the production room.

24 s clocking (for basketball only), where scores are easily
detectable via digital recognition from on-screen texts in pre-
specified positions.

B. Video Segmentation

We define a video segment as a period covering several
successive clips closely related in terms of story semantic,
e.g., clips for an attacking action in football including both
a free-kick and its consequence. By considering construction
of sub-summaries in each segment independently, we tradeoff
summarization between efficiency of computation and con-
trollability of story organization. In Fig. 3, we explain the
segmentation rule that we envision for sport videos. It is worth
noting that the proposed segmentation process only relies on
information that are directly available from the production
process. In other words, we do not assume any complex hand-
made annotation process, or sophisticated automatic analysis
of the video sequence to segment it. Rather, we exploit the
fact that game state transitions motivate scene switching,
and are thus reflected in the production actions, to segment
the video based on the monitoring of production actions,
instead of (complex) semantic scene analysis tools. In other
words, generic sport production principles (like story-telling
continuity, see [4]) are here exploited to infer the status of
the game based on the observation of production actions, as
reflected by clip view type transitions. We now describe the
process in more details.

A general diagram of state transition in one round of
offense/defense is given in the left of Fig. 3. Starting with
a kick-off type action (tip-off or ball possession exchange in
basketball, and serve in volleyball), the offensive side makes
trials of score after several passing actions. This trial ends up
in one of three possible results: scoring, being intercepted or
being an opportunity. Before a new round, exceptional actions
might happen, which include foul, medical assistance, and
player exchange. We regard the state chain from the action-
start to one of the results as a semantically complete segment.

In parallel, the graph on the right side of Fig. 3 does present
the sequential organization of video clips that results from
the adoption of the team sport production principles [4] to
deal with the game state transition observed in team sport

Fig. 3. Rule for segmentation of team-sports video.

actions. It depicts the typical view structure of a segment,
and highlight how it is related to the semantic content of
the scene. One segment usually starts with a close view for
highlighting the player who kicks-off. A sequence of far view
and medium view will be the major part to tell the story of a
segment. After a key event is finished, some close-up shots
might be given to raise the emotional level. According to
the importance of the corresponding event, replay clips might
also be appended. Note that close view, medium view and
replay are all optional. Based on this structure, we divide
the video into a series of segments. Although there are some
complex cases, e.g., multiple successive trials of scoring or
rapid revenge after successful interception, our segmentation
rule is still applicable to them, because the producer will not
switch the view type during those periods due to the tightness
of match. When extra information is available, e.g., left/right
court identification or 24 s clocking, these complex cases can
also be further divided into finer segments. A similar analysis
of the video in view-types was used in [3] to help detect
exciting events (i.e., game parts with both close-up scenes and
replays). In our case, we go one step further to infer the start
and end times of an action based on the reverse analysis of
production actions.

For completeness, we also note here that the extended
version of our framework presented in [7], which summa-
rizes soccer games by locating important actions based on
the outcomes of an automatic analysis of the audio feed,
does not rely on accurate prior annotation of actions, and
has thus to be augmented by a kick-off detector. This is
because, as highlighted in Fig. 3, the correct segmentation
of the video requires the identification of the close views that
highlight a player just before a corner or a free kick. From
the production perspective, the imminence of a kick-off is
characterized by a still action, which in turns results in the
absence of camera movement. Hence, the kick-off detector was
simply and effectively implemented based on the measurement
of the displacement of the field lines (as detected through
chromatic analysis and Hough transform), compared to the
camera viewport.

C. Sub-Summaries Definition

We now explain the construction of sub-summaries by
clip selection within a segment. The purpose of this section
is twofold. First, we explain how to define distinct sub-
summaries (also named local stories) based on the knowledge
of view type and scene type for each one of the segment clips.
Second, we derive a benefit and a cost metric for each sub-
summary, to be used during resource allocation.
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In the following, we consider the mth segment, and explain
how its sub-summaries, and associated costs and benefits, are
computed. For notation simplicity, we omit the index m of
the segment under investigation. Mathematically, assume that
the segment is composed of N consecutive clips. For the ith
clip, we identify its scene type si, view type vi, and replay
status ri. We set si = 0 for public scene and si = 1 for game
scene, and set vi to 0, 1, 2 for the close, medium and far view,
respectively. ri = 0 for the ith clip in the replay mode and ri = 1
for normal game. We also assume that a level of interest Ii

has been computed for each clip i, based on the propagation
of the audio significance to individual clips, as described later
in this section. We then use aki = 1 to represent the adoption
status of selecting the ith clip into the kth sub-summary of the
segment, and aki = 0 for not selecting the clip. The cost of ak

is its length, which is defined as |ak| =
∑

i|aki=1 |τE
i − τS

i |. We
use τS

i and τE
i to denote the starting time and ending time of

the ith clip in the broadcasted video. We then propose to define
the benefit gained by using ak to define the kth sub-summary
of the segment as follows:

B(ak) =
∑

i|aki=1

Ii

(
1 + φ(ak(i−1) + ak(i+1))

)
P(ak). (1)

The term of ak(i−1) + ak(i+1) is included to add extra benefit
from continuity of story-telling by selecting pairs of successive
clips. Parameter φ controls the importance of story continuity,
where a higher φ leads to more continuous summaries. P(ak)
represents the penalty brought by redundancy in the sub-
summary and other forbidden cases, e.g., the replay is selected
while no normal play part is selected, that is

P(ak)=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

i|aki=1
vi>0,ri=1

|τE
i − τS

i |

∑

i|aki=1
|τE

i − τS
i |

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

γ

P2(ak) (2)

where the term in the bracket shows the rate of redundancy
brought by replays and close views. Remember here that the
ith clip is NOT a replay if ri = 1, and is NOT a close view
if vi > 0. Hence, higher γ tolerates less redundancy, which
produces a summary with more but shorter sub-summaries
with less replays, while lower γ produces a summary including
less but longer sub-summaries with detailed replays. P2(ak)
switches its value between 0.1 and 1, according to whether ak

is of a forbidden form or not. In our following implementation
for soccer videos, we have defined the following forbidden
cases: 1) a sub-summary with only replays; 2) kick-off action
without the first far/medium view clip; and 3) from the
ending time of the final far/medium view in the segment,
the continuous period in the summary for explaining the
consequence of the action is shorter than a given length (5 s
in our experiments).

Those heuristic definitions are motivated by general pro-
duction principles, which promote continuous story-telling and
tradeoff local and global completeness. It is worth mentioning
here that searching for an optimal benefit function is probably
utopian. Instead, we believe that any function that is able

to capture and tradeoff the subjective notions of redundancy
and completeness, while promoting continuous story-telling,
provides a valid alternative to the formulation in (1).

To complete this section, we now explain how the signif-
icance associated to the highlighted moments detected in a
segment can be translated into an interest Ii for the ith clip
of the segment. Again, heuristic and good-sense strategies are
proposed.

To account for heterogeneous user preferences regarding
the inclusion of highly emotional clips, i.e., close views and
replays, we derive both game relevance IG

i and emotional level
IE

i for the ith clip. The interest level Ii is then computed as

Ii = αIE
i + (1 − α)IG

i (3)

where α is a hyper-parameter of user preference to control the
relative importance of emotional level and game relevance.

Game relevance IG
i and emotional level IE

i of the ith clip
are computed by accumulating all related events for the mth
segment according to its view-type structure, that is

IE
i = T E

m

∑

l

DE
li GE

l IG
i = T G

m

∑

l

DG
li GG

l (4)

where GE
l ,GG

l represent the emotional level and game rele-
vance assigned to the lth highlighted event, respectively. D

E,G
li

denote the fraction of the emotional/game interest of the lth
event that is assigned to the ith clip. We explain below how
it is computed based on clips view-type knowledge. T G

m is
the length of game play in the segment, which includes all
far/medium views, that is T G

m =
∑

i,vi>0 |τE
i − τS

i |si. T E
m is the

length of emotional highlights, which consists of all nonreplay
close views, i.e., T E

m =
∑

i,vi=0 |τE
i − τS

i |siri. T G
m and T E

m are
introduced to avoid to favor short actions too much during the
resource allocation process.1

As told above, DG
li and DE

li denote the percentage of game
relevance and emotional level induced by the lth event on the
ith clip, which satisfy 1 =

∑
iDE

li =
∑

iDG
li . Motivated by

considering production principles for team-sports, we design
the distribution of game relevance DG

li and emotional level DE
li

within a segment, as depicted in Fig. 4.

1) For a kick-off type of event, which takes place in the
beginning of the segment, we limit its influence within
the first hero-scene and the game play part. Since the
dominant player appears at the end of hero scene and
commits his action in the beginning of game play part,
it is natural to let emotional level increase along with
time evolving in the close view, and let game relevance
decrease in the game play.

2) For nonkick-off events, we design their distributions
based on the following facts.

a) Close views and replays are appended right after
a critical action. A clip closer to the hero scene or
replay has a higher game relevance.

1Replacing T G
m and T E

m in (4) would enable extra controllability regarding
the tradeoff between long and short segments. The proposed formulation
considers all segments equally, independently of their length.
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Fig. 4. Game relevance and emotional level are assigned as a function of
clips view-types, where tSm, tEm are the starting and ending times of the mth
segment, and tGm , tHm , tRm are starting times of its game play part, hero scene
part, and replay part, respectively.

b) The hero scene usually starts with the most high-
lighted player and then moves to other less im-
portant objects. Accordingly, the emotional level
in the hero scene should decrease along with time
evolving.

c) The replay part is designed to play the critical
action in the same temporal order, which means
that the game relevance is also increasing along
with the evolving of replay.

3) For other events, such as public events, player exchange,
and medical assistance, we assign uniform game rele-
vance over its game part and uniform emotional level
over its close-view part.

Especially, we use the hyperbolic tangent function to model
the decaying process, because it is bounded and is integrable,
which simplifies the computation of DE

li and DG
li .

D. Global Summary Organization by Solving Resource
Allocation Problem

We now explain how the global summary duration resource
is allocated among the available local sub-summaries to max-
imize the aggregated benefit. Collecting at most one sub-
summary for each segment, we form the final story. Here,
in contrast to Section II-C, we refer explicitly to the segment
index m, and let amk denote the kth sub-summary of the mth
segment. The overall benefit of the whole summary is defined
as accumulated benefits of all selected sub-summaries, that is

B({amk}) =
∑

m

B(amk) (5)

with B(amk) being defined in (1) as a function of the user
preferences, and of the highlighted moments. Our major task
is to search for the set of sub-summaries indices {k∗} that max-
imizes the total payoff B({amk}) under the length constraint∑

m|amk| � uLEN, with uLEN being the user-preferred length
of the summary.

Fig. 5. Working flow in our summarization framework.

This resource allocation problem has been extensively stud-
ied in the literature, especially in the context of rate-distortion
(RD) allocation of a bit budget across a set of image blocks
characterized by a discrete set of RD tradeoffs [9], [10]. Under
strict constraints, the problem is hard and relies on heuristic
methods or dynamic programming approaches to be solved.
In contrast, when some relaxation of the constraint is allowed,
Lagrangian optimization and convex-hull approximation can
be considered to split the global optimization problem in a set
of simple block-based local decision problems [9], [10]. The
convex-hull approximation consists in restricting the eligible
summarization options for each sub-summary to the (benefit,
cost) points sustaining the upper convex hull of the available
(benefit, cost) pairs of the segment. Global optimization at the
video level is then obtained by allocating the available duration
among the individual segment convex-hulls, in decreasing
order of benefit increase per unit of length [11]. This results
in a computationally efficient solution that can still consider
a set of candidate sub-summaries with various descriptive
levels for each segment. In Fig. 5, a diagram summarizes
the working process of summary organization by solving a
resource allocation problem.

More specifically, we solve this resource allocation problem
by using the Lagrangian relaxation [11], whose main theorem
reads that if λ is a nonnegative Lagrangian multiplier and {k∗}
is the optimal set that maximizes

L({k}) =
∑

m

B(amk) − λ
∑

m

|amk| (6)

over all possible {k}, then {amk∗ } maximizes
∑

mB(amk) over
all {amk} such that

∑
m|amk| �

∑
m|amk∗ |. Hence, if {k∗} solves

the unconstrained problem in (6), then it also provides the
optimal solution to the constrained problem in (5), with uLEN =∑

m|a∗
mk|. Since the contributions to the benefit and cost of all

segments are independent and additive, we can write

∑

m

B(amk) − λ
∑

m

|amk| =
∑

m

(B(amk) − λ|amk|). (7)

From the curves of B(amk) with respect to their correspond-
ing summary length |amk|, the collection of points maximizing
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TABLE I

List of Adjustable Parameters for Personalized Summarization

Personalization Ability of Our System
Basic Setting Extensive Setting

Parameter uLEN α φ γ GG
l ,GE

l
Dynamic range [0, ∞) [0, 1] [0, ∞) (−∞, ∞) [1, 5]
Definition Below (5) (3) (1) (2) (4)
Higher value Longer summary More emotional moments More continuous story Less replays Higher interest
Lower value Shorter summary More game plays Less continuous story More replays Lower interest

B(amk) − λ|amk| with a same slope λ produces one uncon-
strained optimum. Different choices of λ lead to different
summary lengths. If we construct a set of convex hulls from
the curves of B(amk) with respect to |amk|, we can use a greedy
algorithm to search for the optimum under a given constraint
uLEN. The approach is depicted in Fig. 5 and explained in
details in [10]. In short, for each point in each convex hull,
we first compute the forward (incremental) differences in both
benefits and summary-lengths. We then sort the points of all
convex-hulls in decreasing order of λ, i.e., of the increment
of benefit per unit of length. Given a length constraint uLEN,
ordered points are accumulated until the summary length gets
larger or equal to uLEN. Selected points on each convex-hull
define the sub-summaries for each segment.

In Table I, we list all operational parameters of the proposed
framework. As a basic setting, the users are allowed to give
their preferences on the length, the amount of replays and
closeup views, and the continuity of the story. If the available
annotations provide clear descriptions on the events or the
dominant players (which are in fact available in the manual
annotation from the production room), the users could further
give their preferences on their favorite players and actions by
tuning GG

l and GE
l , which forms an extensive setting.

III. Experimental Results and Discussions

We have considered three different team sports videos to
assess our summarization method: a whole soccer game along
with a list of 200 annotated events from the production room
in a format as shown in Fig. 2, a basketball video and a
volleyball video with events inferred from the score/clocking
information. We only provide some representative results in
this paper. Their corresponding videos and more experimental
results are available on the web page associated to this paper
in [12].

We first investigate the behavior of our system, and then
consider a set of subjective experiments to assess the solution
with respect to actual feeds of end-users.

A. Behavior of the Summarization System

There are two major contributions of the proposed frame-
work: view-type based segmentation which enables meaning-
ful temporal partitioning for more efficient process without
using complex semantic scene analysis, and high-level person-
alization of local-story organization through flexible benefit
definition. We first verify the correctness of the proposed
summarization framework in these two aspects.

Fig. 6. Results of view-type based video segmentation for the soccer,
basketball, and volleyball videos in our experiments. (a) Volleyball (first set).
(b) Soccer (first half). (c) Basketball (first quarter).

In Fig. 6, we show a part of segmentation results of all three
videos. Dependent segments are merged into their previous
segments. Inspecting the graph along with the videos in [12],
we confirm that the view-type-based segmentation is efficient
in dividing videos into semantically intact actions for all tested
team-sports. The view-type structure also reflects the pace of
different team sports.

End users are allowed to personalize the summarization by
specifying their interest on each type of event in terms of game
relevance and emotional level,2 and setting their preferences on
four parameters i.e., summary length uLEN, balance between
game relevance and emotional level α, smoothness gain φ,
and redundancy penalty γ . In Fig. 7, we compare benefit-
cost convex-hulls under four different parameter setups on
the same segment of the soccer game. In each individual
figure, we first plot at the top the set of (benefit, cost) pairs
for all possible local stories of the segment3 for a given
configuration of parameter values. Convex-hull optimal sub-
summaries are denoted by circles lying on the upper convex-
hull of all (benefit, cost) points. Vertical lines represent other
sub-optimal local stories. Below the convex-hull, we present
the organization of three convex-hull optimal local-stories

2In practice, one can define a limited number of user profiles, each of them
defining the levels of interests for a representative set of users.

3Remember here that the possible local stories correspond to all possible
rendering strategies, i.e., included or excluded from the story, of the segment
clips.
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Fig. 7. Various organizations of local stories under four different person-
alization options. (a) Base setup with modest continuity and redundancy.
(b) Setup that favors more close-up views and replays. (c) Setup that favors
more on continuity. (d) Setup that penalizes more on redundancy.

being selected at similar cost values (same duration) in each
figure. Despite there are many different ways to select the
clips within the segment, our framework naturally ends up
in selecting a small subset of eligible and convex-hull opti-
mal sub-summaries, mainly by favoring continuous story and
diffusing the event interests according to view type structure
(in Fig. 4). This reflects the personalization capabilities of our
resource allocation framework, where adaptation of parameters
effectively impacts the set of optimal local-stories.

B. Comparative Evaluation

As explained above, our framework aims at focusing on
semantically relevant and personalized story-telling. Due to its
design principles, our proposed framework is also supposed
to be efficient in stabilizing story organization, thereby im-
proving robustness against temporal biases of (automatically
detected) annotations. Those properties are explored through a
comparative analysis with state-of-the-art methods. Especially,

Fig. 8. We plot the summaries resulting from four different methods. The
first row of each graph presents the view-structure of segments. The second
row defines the manual annotation of the segment, while red vertical bars
denote the automatically detected audio hot spots. Eventually, the following
four rows identify the temporal occupancy of the summaries generated by the
four tested methods. (We set σ = 30 for the naive key frame filter, and used
α = 0.25, φ = 0.10, γ = 0.20 for the proposed method.)

we compared the behavior of our proposed method to the
following three methods.

1) A naive key-frame filter, which extracts the frames
lying around pre-specified hot-spots. This naive method
applies a Gaussian RBF Parzen window (σ being the
standard deviation) around each hot-spot annotation, and
sets the interest of each frame to the maximum response
resulting from the multiple annotations surrounding the
frame. It then selects the frames in decreasing order of
interest until reaching the length constraint.

2) LIU2007 [14], which uses dynamic programming to
locate both key-frames and their corresponding shot-
boundaries simultaneously, by minimizing the recon-
struction error between the source video and the ex-
tracted key-frames.

3) LU2004 [15], which selects pre-detected shots by max-
imizing the accumulated mutual distance between con-
secutive shots in the summary, subject to a length
constraint. The mutual distance is evaluated from both
histogram difference and temporal distance.

Instead of using manual annotations, we use automatically
detected hotspots from audio commentaries, to investigate the
robustness against biases/errors of event annotations. (Expla-
nations on audio hot spot detection could be found in [7]).
For computational efficiency, each key-frame is represented
by a 1 s temporal slot instead of a single moment in the above
key-frame extraction methods, where computation defined on
each key-frame is performed on the first frame of each 1 s
slot. From a portion of the source video, i.e., from 1300 s to
2300 s, each method is asked to organize a 150 s summary.

Those resulting summaries are plotted in Fig. 8. In this
figure, the first row of each graph defines how the segment
is organized in close, far, and replay views. The second
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row defines the manual annotation of the segment, while red
vertical bars denote the automatically detected audio hot spots.
Eventually, the following four rows identify the temporal
occupancy of the summaries generated by the four tested
methods. The web page associated to this paper [12] contains
the videos corresponding to those segments. We made the
following major observations.

1) Personalization capability WRT semantic user prefer-
ences. Although the independence to annotations could
be regarded as an advantage of LIU2007 and LU2004,
it is rather obvious from their produced summaries
that these two methods failed to reflect the relative
importance of semantic events. Furthermore, they do
not offer any flexibility to personalize the summary to
satisfy semantic user preferences. The naive filter and the
proposed method depend on annotated highlight events,
and are thus able to tune the stories according to the
relative importance of events.

2) Personalization capability WRT narrative user prefer-
ences. It appears that both LIU2007 and LU2004 pe-
nalize the production of long-term continuous contents.
LIU2007 is designed to include short representative key-
frames, sparsely and evenly distributed in the whole
video. LU2004 discourages selecting consecutive shots
to maximize the mutual distance, and favors close-
up/medium views and replays over far views because
they contain more histogram variances than far-view
grasslands. Furthermore, since the mutual distance is
defined to be independent from the shot length, LU2004
also favors including more short shots over including
less long shots, so as to maximize the accumulated
mutual distance. However, in team sport videos, long-
term far views are essential for the audience to un-
derstand the complexity of the teamwork. Continuity
is also important in telling a fluent story. Frequent
switching between short clips leads to very annoying
visual artifacts in their corresponding video data. Finally,
neither LIU2007 nor LU2004 has the flexibility to adjust
the story-telling pattern.
In contrast, our proposed method and the naive key-
frame filter favor continuous contents under certain
parameter settings. The naive filter always expands the
summary around the given annotation, which makes it
sensitive to biased annotations. The proposed framework
further considers intelligent organization of replays and
different view-types to satisfy various narrative user
preferences.

3) Robustness against annotation error. The proposed
method has improved robustness against temporal biases
of (automatically detected) annotations. Two examples
demonstrate the improved robustness arising from the
intelligent local story organization considered by our
proposed framework. The first example (1900–1940 s)
corresponds to a case for which the audio hot-spot
instant is somewhat displaced compared to the action of
interest. As a consequence, the naive key-frame filtering
system ends up in selecting frames that do not show
the first foul action. In contrast, because it assigns clip

TABLE II

Time Used in Summarizing the 1000 s Long Soccer Video

Proposed RA Naive key frame filter Liu [14] Lu [15]
0.068 s 0.003 s 435.3 s 2.5 s

interests according to view-type structure analysis, our
system shows both fouls of the segment plus the replay
of the second one. In the second example (2260–2300 s),
the naive system renders the replay of the action that
precedes the action of interest, causing a disturbing
story-telling artifact. In contrast, as a result of its under-
lying view-type analysis and associated segmentation,
our system restricts the rendering period to the segment
of interest, and allocates the remaining time resources
to another segment.

All these results clearly illustrate the benefit of our segment-
based resource allocation framework with respect to story-
telling and personalization capabilities.

In Table II, we give the computation time of the four investi-
gated methods. LIU2007 is very time consuming, although we
have taken several optimization techniques, e.g., using look-
up tables to host pre-computed features. If we perform a finer
selection on each frame instead of the above 1 s frame slot
and deal with the whole video, it could cost hours to produce
the summary (the complexity is O(kn3) for extracting k key-
frames from n frames in [14]), which makes it less practical
in a real applicative scenario. In the other three methods, it
costs at most a few seconds to produce the video, which is
thus able to give a real-time response to users.

C. Results of Subjective Evaluation

Different purposes of video summarization lead to different
evaluation methods. In contrast to those methods which regard
video summarization as maximizing a pre-defined similarity
between the summary and the original video [14], [15], our
method cares more about satisfaction of user preferences and
story-telling. Hence, we rely on subjective tests to evaluate the
performance of our summarization system.

We prepared a web page for online subjective evaluation.
The viewers are asked to view several pairs of summarized
videos generated under different parameters, and then to
answer some questions about their appreciation. Four groups
of data have been generated: one group of two 6 min
videos focusing on either explaining game evolving (Less
Replays/Close Views, More Events) or increasing emotional
involvement (More Replays/Close Views, Less Events), one
group of two 6 min videos with different content redundancy,
one group of two 6 min videos with different content conti-
nuity, and one group of four videos with different summary
lengths (1, 3, 6, 12 min) but identical narrative parameters.
After viewing each group, the viewer is asked whether the
difference is visually perceptible or not. Furthermore, for the
top three groups, we asked the viewer to write down his
preference on one of the two videos and his free comments
(e.g., any artifacts he saw). We summarize the answers from
10 viewers, and plot them in Fig. 9. From question 1 to 4, we
confirm that most of the viewers (especially soccer fans) could
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Fig. 9. Answers from 10 viewers who performed subjective evaluation of
our summarization system after viewing several pairs of summarized videos.

Fig. 10. Story-telling artifacts detected by 17 viewers on two 3 minute
summaries. Each viewer is asked to see the video and click the mouse when he
sees story artifacts. The density of clicking is estimated by using the Parzen-
window function. A higher density means a higher probability of artifact
occurrence.

visually discriminate these videos produced with different
parameter values, and were satisfied by the way our system
did expand the story according to various summary lengths.
From the preferences they expressed within each group of
summarized videos, we draw two major conclusions:

Personalization appears to be relevant in the sense that:
1) viewers have a preference, and 2) there is not a clear
consensus about the preferred option among football fans.
Note also that among the people who prefer neither of the
videos, half of them do not like soccer.

From the results, it appears that more users prefer a story
detailing a few events with related emotional moments, such
as replays and close-up views. Less users prefer a brief global
review of the game. Therefore, it is a priori more important
to tell the story of each action extensively than to list out all
highlighted events. However, this is not true for all users, since

Fig. 11. Story-telling artifacts detected by 17 viewers on one 12 min sum-
mary. Each viewer is asked to see the video and click the mouse when he
sees story artifacts. The density of clicking is estimated by using the Parzen-
window function. A higher density means a higher probability of artifact
occurrence.

about 30% of football fans did prefer to increase the amount
of local stories.

As a conclusion, those subjective results confirm that dif-
ferent users may have different viewing purposes, which rein-
forces our motivation to abstract summarization as a tradeoff
between several key concepts (i.e., continuity and redundancy,
game relevance and emotional level), and to focus on the orga-
nization of local stories as well as on that of the global story.
Simple mechanisms of video summarization in the literature,
such as linear filtering of highlighted events or minimization
of the reconstruction error between the summary and the
original video, lack the flexibility to control organization of
local stories according to user preferences.

This is confirmed by the second and independent subjective
evaluation, which has been run to assess the relevance of our
story organization. Through a tool we have developed, each
viewer is asked to see the video and click the mouse when
he sees any kind of story-telling artifacts. The timestamp of
clicking is automatically recorded by the tool. We do not ask
viewers to input detailed comments after each clicking, be-
cause interruption during video playing might distract viewers
from focusing on the story evolving in the summary. As a
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TABLE III

List of Detected Artifacts in All Three Summaries and Their Possible Reasons

Artifact Index Related Clips Category∗ Observation Likely Reason
Summary-1: 7 significant artifacts from 17 clip gaps (occurrence rate 41.2%)

1 92, 98 3 92: ball out of border, 98: corner kick-off Viewers need a break to follow the action
2 100, 148 3 100: opportunity, 148: place-kick Missing action (cause of place-kick)
3 240, 247 1 240: terminated passing Biased shot-boundary
4 444, 481 3 444: goal keeper got the ball, 481: place-kick Missing action (cause of place-kick)
5 684, 728 3 684: foul, 728: a long shooting Missing action (consequence of foul)
6 729, 879 2 729: goal keeper got the ball, 879: place-kick Incomplete action (879 without beginning)
7 1022 1 1022: shooting without ending Biased shot-boundary

Summary-2: 5 significant artifacts from 12 clip gaps (occurrence rate 41.7%)
1 100, 148 3 100: opportunity, 148: place-kick Missing action (cause of place-kick)
2 150, 175 3 150: close-up view of opportunity, 175: place-kick Missing action (cause of place-kick)
3 240, 245 1 240: terminated passing Biased shot-boundary
4 684, 728 3 684: foul, 728: a long shooting Missing action (consequence of foul)
5 1022 1 1022: shooting without ending Biased shot-boundary

Summary-3: 16 significant artifacts from 66 clip gaps (occurrence rate 24.2%)
1 113, 124 3 113: foul action, 124: passing Missing action (consequence of foul)
2 128, 136 3 128: replay of foul, 136: another foul Missing action (consequence of foul)
3 161, 163 2 161: replay, 163: foul Incomplete action (163 without beginning)
4 169, 175 3 169: replay of clearance, 175: place-kick Missing action (cause of place-kick)
5 240, 247 1 240: terminated passing Biased shot-boundary
6 304, 308 3 304: ball out of border, 308: corner kick-off Viewers need a break to follow the action
7 333, 337 2 333: foul, 337: replay of the foul Viewers failed to catch the replay
8 337, 340 1 340: a short closeup of the goalkeeper included Biased shot-boundary
9 453, 481 3 453: clearance, 481: corner-kick Missing action (cause of corner-kick)
10 621, 670 3 621: goal keeper got the ball, 670: rapid passing Viewers need a break to follow the action
11 771, 799 3 771: foul, 799: another foul Missing action (consequence of foul)
12 811, 834 3 811: short replay of foul, 834: passing Viewers need a break to follow the action
13 856, 867 2 856: clearance, 867: foul Incomplete action (867 without beginning)
14 873, 879 2 873: replay of foul, 879: place-kick Incomplete action (879 without beginning)
15 1022, 1026 1 1022: shooting without ending Biased shot-boundary
16 1030, 1041 3 1030: goal keeper got the ball, 1041: other action Viewers need a break to follow the action

∗ Category 1: story-telling artifacts due to erroneous or missing metadata, 2: story-telling artifacts due to incomplete local stories, 3: story-telling artifacts due
to discontinuity between two consecutive local stories.

consequence, we have to find out the reason behind each
clicking by analyzing the aggregation of clickings, a posteriori.
We estimate the density of clickings at each video time
by using the Parzen-window function, where a rectangular
window of width 3 s is applied to the left side of each clicking
to compensate the delay between the occurrence of story
artifacts and the corresponding clicking. We collected results
from 17 viewers (15 males and two females, age 20–40). Three
summaries have been considered in the test, with two of them
being 3 min long and one 12 min. Clicking times of artifacts
in the two 3 min summaries are compared in Fig. 10, and
results on the 12 min video are given in Fig. 11. In Fig. 10,
we also give the corresponding index of selected clips in the
summary and depict the mapping of clips between these two
summaries. It is obvious from Fig. 10 that summary 2 has less
but longer local stories than summary 1.

Before giving a detailed analysis of each individual artifact,
we need to mention that users were globally satisfied with
our results. There are only a relatively small number of
clicks, although there were numerous borders, for which users
had many opportunities to click during the subjective test.
Furthermore, there are less than two significant artifacts per
minute. Here, we define a significant artifact as an artifact
marked by more than three viewers. Also, there are few
artifacts that have been pointed out by all viewers. Therefore,
most artifacts are not severe, since they are not considered as
being annoying by some of the viewers. The reviewers are

invited to access summary samples at [12] to make their own
opinions. A simplified online version of our summarization
system is also accessible through our homepage [13].

Through careful analysis of significant artifacts pointed by
the viewers, we list all significant artifacts and their possible
reasons in Table III. We identify three main categories of
artifacts as follows.

1) Story-telling artifacts due to erroneous or missing meta-
data, such as biased shot-boundaries and incorrectly
detected view types. These errors may cause the cor-
responding local story incomplete due to the missing
of relevant frames or the inclusion of irrelevant frames,
especially when they appear in the beginning or ending
of a video segment. The only reliable way to remove
artifacts in this category is to improve the accuracy of
both shot-boundary and view-type detection.

2) Story-telling artifacts due to incomplete local stories. A
common case is that the local story lacks of beginning
or ending clip. Especially when an action (e.g., place-
kick or free-kick) takes place at quite rapid pace, we
need to include extra contents before the action, i.e., a
close-up view of the dominant player who performs the
place-kick, to guide viewers to reorient themselves in
the new action.

3) Story-telling artifacts due to discontinuity between two
consecutive local stories. Even though the local story is
complete for presenting an action, it will be regarded
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as incomplete when the related actions explaining its
reason or consequence are missing. Besides the artifacts
explored in Table III, similar artifacts would also occur
on events such as red/yellow card, medical assistance,
and so on. Our framework can be naturally extended
to remove this kind of artifacts, by including several
video segments in the current system into a higher
level of video segment, named “super-segment.” Story
organization in each “super-segment” considers the de-
pendency of closely related events in those segments.
Some complete stories, e.g., the corner kick-off in clip
98 after ball getting out of the border, were marked
as artifacts due to the difficulty in understanding the
relationship at a glance. (When the viewer has built an
overall idea about the game after viewing summary 1,
no artifact has been reported in clip 98 in summary
2 and 3.) This observation reminds us the importance
of breaks, such as close-up views and replays, in the
original video, and drives us to consider their roles in the
summary.

From Table III, artifacts in category 2 only occupy a small
proportion of all artifacts, which confirms the efficiency of
our approach in local story organization. Most of the artifacts
come from category 3. Although “super-segment” could be
included to solve this problem, the system would then become
severely dependent on the accuracy and completeness of the
annotations. Hence, a balance that best fits the application
context must be found.

IV. Related Works

Our approach focuses on presentation of video summaries,
rather than extraction of events/objects-of-interest. Various
methods were proposed according to their different summa-
rization purposes [16], [17]. Many works interpreted video
summarization as extracting a short video sequence of a
desired length, in a way that minimizes the loss resulting from
the skipped frames and/or segments. Those methods differ in
their various definition of the similarity between the summary
and the original video, and in their diversified techniques to
maximize this similarity. They include methods for clustering
similar frames/shots into so called key frames [18], [19], and
methods for constrained optimization of objective functions
[20], [21]. References [1] and [22] measured precision and
recall rates of three events in soccer game, which also belong
to this category. Since they attempt to preserve as much as
possible of the initial content, all those methods are well
suited to support efficient browsing applications. For person-
alized browsing, summarization was also implemented as a
“query” function to extract objects/events preferred by the
user, via textual descriptors and with/without interaction [23],
[24].

However, the motivation of end-users in viewing summaries
is not limited to fast browsing of all clips in the whole
video content. For instance, summarization in [25] aims at
organizing a music soccer sport video, where synchronization
between the video contents and the music contents is their
major topic. A summary could also be organized to provide

information to special users, e.g., helping the coach to ana-
lyze the behavior of players from their trajectories [26]. In
this paper, we intend to provide a concise video with well-
organized story-telling, from which the audience could enjoy
the highlight moments of all events that best satisfy their
interest. In [27], continuity of clips in generated summary was
considered for better story-telling. Reference [28] organized
stories by considering a graph model for managing semantic
relations among concept entities. Compared to the scenes for
general videos, stories in sport videos have much simpler
structures and a limited set of possible events. However,
by investigating the literature, we found that personalization
of story organization in previous methods for sport video
summarization was mainly focused on assignment of event
significance [29] and extraction of specified view types [3],
according to user preferences. For a sport video with many
overlapped events, these methods based on linear filtering
of interests might produce a summary consisting of partial
stories of those events without the most highlighted moment,
because the overlapped part could have higher interest than
the highlighted moment due to the accumulation of multiple
events. In contrast, we prefer to present to the user a summary
that explains any individual event completely. Furthermore,
we target at personalized patterns of story-telling (including
continuity, redundancy, and prohibited story organization, and
so on) as well as personalized retrieval of events-of-interest.
All these require further control of both local and global story-
telling.

Utilization of event annotations from the production room
might raise concerns on the practicality of our system. In
fact, there are many methods in the literature that avoid the
difficulty of automatic detection of sport events by pure image
analysis, by directly using metadata of events [18], [24], or
indirectly using metadata of events, such as methods based
on analyzing web-casted text data of sport events in [30],
and methods that extract text data on events, scores and other
semantic information directly from the video [29], [31]. As we
explained in Section II-A, what really matters to the proposed
framework is the significance of the event in the sense of game
relevance and emotional level. This semantic gap between
the video and the significance of its corresponding events
can be filled by finding different abstracted representation
of the events, such as using motion intensity to reflect the
activity [32], using general attentional model to evaluate
the interest of the video content [33], establishing the link
between low-level features and user excitement by observing
the temporal behavior of selected audiovisual features [34],
[7]. Recent progresses in the field of social media, such
as the success of YouTube or Wikipedia, also provide us
an alternative way to collect explicit metadata directly from
end-users.

Whilst the proposed resource allocation framework can also
support the summarization of raw multiview content [35], the
present paper focuses on (audio-) video contents released by
the production room, and completed by annotations of events-
of-interest that are collected during the production process
itself [8] or result from automatic analysis tools (e.g., the audio
feed analysis tool considered in [7]).
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Our proposed method has four major advantages.
1) Highly flexible personalization. Typically, several pro-

duction factors, e.g., continuity (summary with less but
complete local stories or more but incomplete local
stories) and redundancy (summary with more or less
replays), collaborate with event significance to produce
the final result.

2) Improved story-telling complying with production prin-
ciples of sport videos. One original contribution of our
work is to infer the level of interest of clips by analyzing
the role of each view type in sport production to present
a sport event.

3) Graceful handling of knowledge about events of interest.
By analyzing the role of each shot in presenting a
segment, our method can deal with temporally biased
event annotations.

4) Dynamic story. It searches for optimal combination of
clips by considering the purpose of each type of views in
story-telling, and provides dynamic stories with respect
to various user preferences regarding narration and con-
text. Here, we propose a framework that naturally and
elegantly interprets nonlinear and nonadditive benefits
arriving from the concatenation of clips describing (a
part of) the same action. Hence, it goes much beyond
approaches that simply filter out the segments or clips
with too small interest level.

V. Conclusion

We proposed a framework for producing personalized sum-
marization of sport videos. The video is divided into many
short clips. Within each local time segment, we dealt with
short clips to carefully organize the story-telling in resource
allocation framework. Globally, we used Lagrangian relaxation
to find the optimal selection of clips to form the final summary.
We thus considered the problem in the divide-and-conquer
paradigm, which makes the current summarization system
real-time with pre-computed metadata. Our method is flexible
in the sense that it supports different definition of benefit to
customize the summarization process.

Subjective tests validated the approach and explored the
direction of further improvements. We will further consider
the dependency between closely related events to achieve
better presentation of actions. We also needed more subjective
evaluations to define parameter profiles, thereby simplifying
the task of the user. Inclusion of audio information is a central
task in our near future, which brings not only benefits such
as better user experiences and more information for scene
understanding, but also challenges such as synchronization
between completeness of both video and audio summaries.
Extension to other contexts, e.g., social media, cases for
which none information is available about the game (basketball
scenario in APIDIS) will also be discussed.
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